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Abstract
The Hengduan Mountains region is a biodiversity hotspot known for its topologi-
cally complex, deep valleys and high mountains. While landscape and glacial refugia 
have been evoked to explain patterns of interspecies divergence, the accumulation 
of intra- species (i.e., population level) genetic divergence across the mountain- valley 
landscape in this region has received less attention. We used genome- wide restric-
tion site- associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) to reveal signatures of Pleistocene 
glaciation in populations of Thitarodes shambalaensis (Lepidoptera: Hepialidae), the 
host moth of parasitic Ophiocordyceps sinensis (Hypocreales: Ophiocordycipitaceae) 
or "caterpillar fungus” endemic to the glacier of eastern Mt. Gongga. We used moraine 
history along the glacier valleys to model the distribution and environmental barriers 
to gene flow across populations of T. shambalaensis. We found that moth populations 
separated by less than 10 km exhibited valley- based population genetic clustering and 
isolation- by- distance (IBD), while gene flow among populations was best explained by 
models using information about their distributions at the local last glacial maximum 
(LGML, 58 kya), not their contemporary distribution. Maximum likelihood lineage his-
tory among populations, and among subpopulations as little as 500 m apart, reca-
pitulated glaciation history across the landscape. We also found signals of isolated 
population expansion following the retreat of LGML glaciers. These results reveal the 
fine- scale, long- term historical influence of landscape and glaciation on the genetic 
structuring of populations of an endangered and economically important insect spe-
cies. Similar mechanisms, given enough time and continued isolation, could explain 
the contribution of glacier refugia to the generation of species diversity among the 
Hengduan Mountains.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Climatic oscillations from the late Pleistocene (130– 11 kya) glaci-
ation and subsequent Holocene warming left their signatures on 
the genetic structuring of many species around the world (Bagley 
et al., 2017; Devitt et al., 2013; Dudaniec et al., 2012; Marske 
et al., 2020; Wachter et al., 2016; Yannic et al., 2014). The signa-
ture of population responses to glacial expansion and subsequent 
retreat since the last glacial maximum (LGM, 26 kya) are especially 
well- documented. During periods of extensive glaciation, large ice 
sheets sometimes acted as direct barriers of gene flow that caused 
population divergence (Marske et al., 2020). While some species 
persisted in periglacial refugia (Escobar García et al., 2012), others 
remained at high- elevation ice- free “nunataks”, resulting in deep 
divergence between populations (Stehlik et al., 2002). Post LGM, 
some populations colonized newly available ice- free habitats and 
showed a signal of immediate population expansion (Wachter 
et al., 2016); or some populations declined due to founder effects 
(Wang et al., 2020). These demographic responses are not mutu-
ally exclusive; the genetic signatures of glaciation are often taxa 
and region- specific. To date, the majority of studies on genetic 
signatures of Pleistocene glaciation have been conducted in North 
America and Northern Europe (for review see Wallis et al., 2016). 
By contrast, the eastern Himalayas and Hengduan Mountains 
house an estimated 40,800 km2 of existing glaciers (which account 
for up to 70% of the seasonal water flow of the region, Xu et al., 
2009; Bolch et al., 2012), but the genetic signatures of historical 
glaciation on divergent populations of this region have rarely been 
investigated.

The Hengduan Mountains region (also known as the “eastern 
Himalayas” or the “mountains of southwest China”) is a global 
biodiversity hotspot (Marchese, 2015). The region is known for 
topologically complex deep valleys and high mountains. In ex-
plaining the extraordinary Rhododendron diversity of the region 
(more than 50% of the world's existing species), Irving and Hebda 
(1993) postulated that species inhabiting a deep valley diverged in 
response to recurrent glacial- interglacial climate changes. While 
insect diversity in the region is largely understudied (Ji et al., 2013; 
Liu et al., 2020), recent studies on the distribution of plants and 
vertebrates confirmed the presence of a Pleistocene glacial barrier 
and refugia across the entire range of Hengduan- Himalaya (Meng 
et al., 2015; Qiu et al., 2011; Wan et al., 2021). Most studies of bio-
diversity in the region have addressed the process of interspecies 
divergence, while the "missing link" lies in explaining the accumu-
lation of intraspecific genetic diversity across the mountain- valley 
landscape.

We here focus on the process of population divergence of the 
ghost moth, Thitarodes shambalaensis (Lepidoptera: Hepialidae, 
Wang et al., 2019), which is endemic to pockets of high elevation al-
pine meadows inside the seven valleys of Mt. Gongga (29°35′45″N, 
101°52′45″E), the highest peak (7556 m) in the Hengduan Mountains 
(Figure 1). In the following introduction we first review how genetic 
divergence is spatially and temporally- explicitly modelled in complex 

landscapes, then we introduce how these methods are relevant to 
our specific study system of T. shambalaensis at Mt. Gongga using 
historical moraine records.

1.1  |  Measuring population divergence across 
complex landscapes

Landscape genetics examine how geographical and environmental 
features shape population structure along spatial and temporal axes 
(Manel et al., 2003). On the spatial axis, geographical and environ-
mental variation may limit an individual's ability to disperse (Kidd 
& Ritchie, 2006). The resulting genetic divergence among distant 
populations due to reduced gene flow and random drift is called 
“isolation by dispersal limitation” (IBDL). Populations under IBDL 
exhibit patterns of isolation- by- distance (IBD), whereby genetic dif-
ferences between populations are positively correlated with their 
geographic Euclidean distances (Wright, 1931) or log- transformed 
equivalent in 2D models (Rousset, 1997). Since IBD is not the re-
sult of natural selection, it can be readily measured with genetically 
neutral markers such as microsatellites (Vieira et al., 2016) and re-
striction site- associated DNA sequencing (RADseq, Andrews et al., 
2016) generating single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are 
parsed from adaptive outliers. Distance- isolated populations are 
often confirmed by statistical correlations among population genetic 
distances and geographical distances, and further analysed through 
ancestry- based genetic clustering and coalescent- based genetic 
modelling. IBD has been confirmed in studies of species with ex-
pansive distributions (recent examples include Bagley et al., 2017; 
Lanier et al., 2015; Rutherford et al., 2021; Van Buskirk & Jansen 
van Rensburg, 2020), and is often taken as a "null hypothesis" in the 
genetic structuring of widespread populations (Orsini et al., 2013).

However, IDB alone does not capture the heterogeneity of the 
landscape that individuals must traverse. For instance, the experi-
ence of dispersal for land- dwellers moving across mountain valleys 
is different from that of marine organisms swimming through the 
ocean. While empirical “least cost paths” are sometimes used to sub-
stitute Euclidean distance to obtain a more practical model of gene 
flow (Arnaud, 2003), isolation- by- resistance (IBR, McRae, 2006), a 
modification of IBD that uses environmental variables to parame-
terize the “resistance” individuals experience in dispersal across the 
landscape, can typically achieve a more accurate model of genetic 
differentiation (McRae & Beier, 2007; Shirk et al., 2010, van Etten & 
Hijmans, 2010, but see MacDonald et al., 2020). IBR applies circuit 
theory to solve for the most probable path of dispersal (that is, the 
path with least resistance, McRae et al., 2008).

IBD models also fail to account for local adaptation. In cases 
of isolation- by- adaptation (IBA; Nosil & Crespi, 2004; Nosil et al., 
2009), adaptation to local environments leads to a reduced tendency 
for individuals to disperse across a variable environmental gradient. 
This results in genetic patterns of isolation- by- environment (IBE; 
Wang & Summers, 2010), where controlling for IBD/IBR- induced 
genetic variation, populations occupying the same environment are 
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more similar to each other than those in different environments. 
Empirically, populations that are separated by geographical dis-
tances (IBD/IBR) often inhabit different environments (IBE), mak-
ing it difficult to determine which process drove the diversification 
within a given species. Qualitative methods have been developed 
to assess the relative contribution of environment and geography 
to genetic structure (Bradburd et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013). A 
number of studies have found that a combination of IBD/IBR and IBE 
best explains existing genetic variation among populations (Bagley 
et al., 2017; Dudaniec et al., 2012; Fant et al., 2014; Rutherford et al., 
2021; Smith et al., 2019; Van Buskirk & Jansen van Rensburg, 2020).

The second, temporal axis of landscape genetics, emphasizes 
that extant population differentiation is the historical average of 
gene flow over a long period of time (Bradburd & Ralph, 2019). 
Prominent topological features of the landscape such as drainage 

systems and mountains set hard boundaries of population gene 
flow (Mayr, 1942), while historical fluctuations in climate alter the 
habitable range, and thus the resistance landscape, of gene flow 
(Vasconcellos et al., 2019). Populations often exhibit patterns of 
isolation- by- history (IBH), in which contemporary patterns of ge-
netic structure (or measurable gene flow between populations) re-
flect historical habitat ranges or orogenesis boundaries that are no 
longer present (Marske et al., 2020; Moreira et al., 2020; Silva et al., 
2021; Vasconcellos et al., 2019).

The dual spatial and temporal considerations in landscape genet-
ics call for models of gene flow that are explicit in the distribution 
of populations, their pedigrees, and their environmental landscapes 
past and present (Bradburd & Ralph, 2019). Some recent studies 
specify historical population distributions and dispersal landscapes 
in agent- based, spatially- explicit simulations (Becheler et al., 2019; 

F I G U R E  1  Populations of T. 
shambalaensis sampled in this study. 
(a) T. shambalaensis habitat in Yanzigou 
glacier valley leading from peak of Mt. 
Gongga, China. Circled inserts show a 
T. shambalaensis adult and a "caterpillar 
fungus" O. sinensis. (b) Sample localities 
in seven glacier valleys along the eastern 
slope of Mt. Gongga. Contemporary 
glaciers and snow cover are indicated in 
white. The extent of historical glaciers 
at the local last glacial maximum is 
delineated by white dotted lines. 
Northern valleys drain individually into 
the Moxi river along the Kangding- Moxi 
fault line (dark blue); southern valleys 
shared a historical ice sheet and common 
drainage (light blue) before merging with 
Moxi river. (c) Results of sNMF analysis 
for best fit K = 6. Each row is an individual 
(n = 99); six different colours represent 
admixture of genetic clusters

(a)

(b) (c)
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Currat et al., 2019) and leverage approximate Bayesian methods 
(Wegmann et al., 2010) to select for historical scenarios that best 
explain empirical genetic structure (Bemmels et al., 2016; Brown & 
Knowles, 2012; He et al., 2013; Lacey Knowles & Alvarado- Serrano, 
2010; Massatti & Knowles, 2016). Studies also use coalescent- based 
methods (Excoffier et al., 2013) that start with current genetic com-
positions and simulate pedigree backwards in time, with prior pa-
rameters that reflect gene flow restrictions due to historical events 
(Bagley et al., 2017; Lanier et al., 2015; Moreira et al., 2020; Myers 
et al., 2020). Both the spatially- explicit simulation approach and the 
coalescent approach often combine genomic data with environmen-
tal niche modelling (ENM) to infer potential population distributions 
and barriers to gene flow (Carstens & Richards, 2007), and are gen-
erally referred to as integrated distributional, demographic and co-
alescent (iDDC; He et al., 2013) modelling approaches.

These spatially and temporally explicit genomic simulations 
are usually conducted on populations with wide- ranging, well- 
documented distributions in environmentally variable habitats. At 
more refined spatial scales (e.g., populations within 10 km of each 
other), the resolution of paleoclimate data is not sufficient for ENM. 
Paleoclimate data for ENM are limited to 2.5 arc min (4.6 km at 0 lat-
itude) for most time periods (Fordham et al., 2017), and at best 30 arc 
sec (0.93 km at 0 latitude) for the last glacial maximum (Karger et al., 
2017). If genetic structure exists at a finer scale than ENM allows, 
researchers often rely on known changes in immediate environment 
or historical events to formulate their coalescent hypotheses (Geng 
et al., 2009; Helsen et al., 2015; Hevroy et al., 2018; Kitamura et al., 
2018; Kobayashi et al., 2018; Pearson et al., 2020; Ziege et al., 2020).

1.2  |  Study system

We focus on the process of population divergence across seven gla-
cial valleys of Mt. Gongga (Figure 1). The valleys drain into the Moxi 
river, which runs along a fault line (Kangding- Moxi fault) east of Mt. 
Gongga. The valleys extend 30 km from north to south, with parallel 
neighbouring valleys less than 10 km from each other. ENM at this 
scale is difficult, but the extent of ice sheet retreat from the last local 
glacial maximum to the present day has been inferred by moraine 
dating (Li et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2012; Wang, Pan, et al., 2013). The 
local glaciation history relevant to this study includes: (1) the local 
last glacial maximum (LGML) at Mt. Gongga occurred about 58 kya, 
considerably earlier than the 26 kya timing of the “global” LGM in 
Europe and North America (Clark et al., 2009). At LGML, an ice sheet 
extended from the peak of Mt. Gongga to the Kangdi- Moxi fault. (2) 
The path of retreat of the post- LGML ice sheet overlaps with creation 
of present day river valleys, suggesting that these valleys were grad-
ually carved out during the retreat process. (3) Rivers in the north-
ern valleys of Heigou (HG), Gangbogeng (GBG), Nanmengguangou 
(NMGG) drain directly into the Moxi river (Figure 1b, dark blue lines), 
while the southern valleys of Yanzigou (YZG), Muozigou (MZG), 
Hailuogou (HLG) and Xiaogou (XG) belonged to the same expansive 
ice sheet during LGML. Rivers in the southern valleys merge into a 

single river before joining the Moxi river (Figure 1b, light blue lines). 
These regional histories allow us to test specific hypotheses of pop-
ulation divergence in the region.

Populations of the ghost moth, Thitarodes shambalaensis, 
(Lepidoptera: Hepialidae, Wang, Zhuang, et al., 2019) are endemic 
to pockets of high elevation alpine meadows inside the seven valleys 
of Mt. Gongga (Table S1). The full life history of T. shambalaensis has 
never been documented, but is likely to be similar to other species of 
Thitarodes that live in high elevation meadows (3600– 5000 m) of the 
Himalaya and Hengduan Mountains (Chu et al., 2004; Wang & Yao, 
2011). These moths have strict habitat requirements (Hopping et al., 
2018; Wang et al., 2020) and low vagility due to their short period of 
adult activity (Maczey et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2011): larvae develop 
under the soil and can take 1– 1.5 years to become adults (Tao et al., 
2016), which emerge, mate and lay eggs over a brief 1– 2 week period 
in the summer months. Thitarodes larvae are sometimes parasitized 
by the fungus, Ophiocordyceps sinensis, (order Hypocreales; family 
Ophiocordycipitaceae), resulting in a fungal mycelium- insect exo-
skeleton complex commonly called "caterpillar fungus" (Sung et al., 
2007; Shrestha et al., 2014). Caterpillar fungi have been collected 
across the Himalaya- Hengduan region as ethnobotanical medicine 
since the 15th century (Winkler, 2008, 2010). Recent molecular ev-
idence suggests that Thitarodes across the Himalaya- Hengduan re-
gion diverged into roughly 50 species along major landscape barriers 
and coevolved with their parasitic fungal strains (Quan et al., 2014; 
Zhang et al., 2014). However, fine- scale population- level divergence 
within a single species of Thitarodes has yet to be investigated. The 
distribution of T. shambalaensis populations in glacial valleys of Mt. 
Gongga is interesting because contemporary populations, each lo-
cated in a small "pocket" or cul de sac at the end of a glacier (i.e., 
at the head of a river valley), are separated by less than 10 km of 
Euclidean distance (Figure 1b), but the mountains flanking each 
valley and dividing each population are likely to be major dispersal 
barriers (Wang et al., 2019) that confine isolated populations within 
a relatively small valley habitat. We hypothesized that T. shamba-
laensis populations arrived at their current isolated habitats from a 
more connected landscape following the retreating ice sheet post- 
LGML, and that their contemporary genetic structure should reflect 
a combination of landscape topology (IBR) and historical glaciation 
events (IBH).

We used genome- wide SNPs to investigate population struc-
ture of T. shambalaensis. (1) First, we explored the genetic cluster-
ing among individuals of T. shambalaensis. We hypothesized that 
because valleys are topological dispersal barriers, valley- based ge-
netic structure should exist among individuals, even when distances 
across valleys are less than 10 km. Further focusing onto a single 
valley, we asked whether glacier- influenced genetic structure is also 
detectable between subpopulations on two sides of the same gla-
cial valley, only 500 m apart. If such a fine- grained signal exists, the 
effect of IBD alone would lead us to expect population genetic clus-
tering among nearby samples on the same side of the valley, while a 
historical view of population invasion would predict genetic cluster-
ing according to sample proximity to the glacier tongue, regardless 
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of the side of the valley they inhabit. (2) Second, we reconstructed 
lineage histories among populations. We hypothesized that contem-
porary lineages in valleys carved out by the same historical ice sheet 
form a single monophyletic cluster. (3) Third, we modelled historical 
population distributions using fine- scale moraine dating, and used 
this to infer the earlier migration landscape, differentially prioritizing 
the effect of isolation (IBD), topology (IBR) and environment (IBE). 
To do this, we incorporated moraine- based historical distance sets 
as migration parameters in coalescent simulations. We then evalu-
ated whether these refinements provide better estimates of con-
temporary genetic structure. To further explore the demographic 
dynamics derived from moraine- based models, we also modelled the 
divergence time and migration time of each population separately. 
We tested the hypothesis that populations of T. shambalaensis un-
derwent historical migration around LGML, followed by population 
expansion in relative isolation during the subsequent glacial retreat.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Sampling, sequencing and SNP calling

Between May and June of 2016 and 2017, we collected 122 T. sham-
balaensis from caterpillar fungus habitats (3822– 4080 m) in the 
seven valleys of eastern Mt. Gongga (Figure 1b, Tables S1 and S2, 
see Wang et al., 2020 for habitat description). We excavated T. sham-
balaensis pupae and larvae from multiple 50 × 50 × 30 cm sampling 
plots that were each 100 m apart (uprooted vegetation was placed 
back after sampling). We also netted adults at dusk. We obtained 
from 2 to 45 samples per valley (Table S1, mean = 16.7, SD = 13.8). 
At least 100 ng of genomic DNA was extracted from each sample 
using Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kits (Qiagen Inc.). Samples 
were sent for RADseq at 1GENE Inc., Hangzhou, China. We fol-
lowed the RADseq protocol of Etter et al. (2011). Briefly, DNA was 
digested with EcoRI restriction enzymes, ligated with Illumina adap-
tor sequences and unique 5- base pair barcodes, and size- selected 
for 300– 500 base pairs. Ligated fragments were PCR- amplified and 
sequenced on Illumina HiSeq4000 to generate paired- end 150 base 
pair reads (demultiplexed raw data available on Dryad: https://doi.
org/10.5061/dryad.v41ns 1rzm).

Demultiplexed sequences were cleaned by removing reads that 
had Phred quality scores lower than 10 for over 50% of their base 

pairs. Reads were assembled de novo following the STACKS pipeline 
(Rochette & Catchen, 2017). We started by grouping reads with a 
minimum coverage depth from a single individual into unique stacks. 
We then removed stacks that were repetitive (using the program 
ustacks). We called SNPs on each locus following a multinomial- based 
likelihood model (Catchen et al., 2013), and compiled a catalogue of 
consensus loci among all individuals (program cstacks). We targeted 
a minimum coverage of three reads for a stack and allowed a two 
base pair mismatch between each stack (a conservative approach 
to delineating loci, see Rochette and Catchen (2017). Stacks with no 
more than one base pair mismatch across individuals were merged 
into consensus loci. Alleles from each individual were then called 
against the consensus loci catalogue in the program sstacks. To iden-
tify missing data, we used an approach similar to that of de Medeiros 
and Farrell (2018) to visualize the presence/ absence of each SNP 
for all individuals after hierarchical clustering (Ward, 1963). The re-
sulting matrix (Figure S1) identified individuals with highly degraded 
DNA as well as those with enzymatic cut sites not shared by most 
T. shambalaensis. We also cross- referenced these data with an inde-
pendently derived CO1- based phylogeny to remove any misidenti-
fied individuals that were not monophyletic with T. shambalaensis 
(see Wang, Zhuang, et al., 2019 for details). After removing these in-
dividuals, we used the “- r” option of the populations program in stacks 
to select loci with less than 10% missing data across all individuals. 
We included 1 SNP per locus to minimize linkage disequilibrium (LD) 
between SNPs.

2.2  |  Population structure and phylogeny

We calculated the nucleotide diversity (θ, estimated as π), observed 
and expected heterozygosity (Hobs and Hexp) and inbreeding coef-
ficient (FIS) for each population using the populations program in 
STACKS to examine possible correlations between environmental 
variables and population genetic diversity (Table 1), whereas these 
population diversity- related variables might correlate with historical 
habitat stability (Yannic et al., 2014; Ortego et al., 2015). For each 
SNP, we applied a Hardy- Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) test for mul-
tilocus data to look for deviation from HWE within each population 
(function HWE.test implemented in r package adegenet, Jombart, 
2008). We checked whether the latitude, longitude, elevation and 
sample size of each population correlated with its diversity and FIS. 

N Hobs Hexp π FIS p ± SD

Heigou (HG) 5 0.2465 0.3046 0.3384 0.2136 0.7858 ± 0.0011

Gangbogeng (GBG) 6 0.2046 0.2726 0.2974 0.2327 0.8145 ± 0.0007

Nanmengguangou 
(NMGG)

15 0.1492 0.1810 0.1875 0.1441 0.8823 ± 0.0009

Yanzigou (YZG) 45 0.0670 0.0672 0.0680 0.0680 0.9587 ± 0.0013

Muozigou (MZG) 17 0.1031 0.1356 0.1400 0.1712 0.9173 ± 0.0009

Xiaogou (XG) 9 0.1492 0.1974 0.2090 0.1978 0.8747 ± 0.0007

Hailuogou (HLG) 2 0.4536 0.4176 0.5568 0.1549 0.6648 ± 0.0004

TA B L E  1  Population summary statistics 
from 2373 RADseq loci, calculated 
separately for each population, including 
number of sample genotyped per 
population (N), average observed and 
expected heterozygosity per locus (Hobs 
and Hexp), average nucleotide diversity per 
locus (π), Wright's inbreeding coefficient 
(FIS) and mean frequency of the most 
frequent allele per locus (p)

https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.v41ns1rzm
https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.v41ns1rzm
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Nei's pairwise FST between all populations was calculated with the 
pairwise.fst function in r package adegenet (Jombart, 2008). To test 
for IBD, we applied Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967) to look for any cor-
relation between population pairwise FST and geographic Euclidean 
distance. While fine- scale climatic variables are not available at the 
resolution of individual habitats, we used elevation as proxy for en-
vironment (highly correlated with most bioclimatic variables, see 
supplementary information in Hopping et al. (2018) and tested for 
IBE by measuring the Mantel correlation between population pair-
wise FST and elevational differences.

We conducted three different analyses to investigate the genetic 
structure of T. shambalaensis (Figure 1c, Figure 2). First, we con-
ducted a discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) to 
determine the most likely number of genetic clusters without prior 
knowledge of the geographical location of each sample (Jombart 
et al., 2010; implemented in r package adegenet, Jombart, 2008). 
We iterated from 1 to 20 clusters and selected the number of ge-
netic clusters with the lowest Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 
score. We visualized the selected clustering result in a principle 
component analysis (PCA) for SNP data (Patterson et al., 2006). 
Multivariate approaches to clustering such as DAPC make no as-
sumptions about ancestral populations. Secondly, we estimated the 
ancestry coefficients of each individual using sparse non- negative 
matrix factorization algorithms (sNMF, Frichot et al., 2014, imple-
mented in the LEA package in r: Frichot & François, 2015), which is 
a likelihood- based approach to investigating ancestry proportions. 
We iterated over K- values from 1 to 20, each with 10 replicate runs, 
and selected the K- value with the lowest cross- entropy score, which 

indicated lowest error in assigning number of supported ancestry 
(Frichot et al., 2014.). Finally, we visualized all individuals on a phylo-
genetic network generated by the neighbour- net algorithm (Bryant 
& Moulton, 2004, implemented in splitstree version 4.16.1 Huson & 
Bryant, 2006).

We estimated historical relationships among the seven valley 
populations using treemix (v1.12, Pickrell & Pritchard, 2012). We 
generated 1000 bootstrap replicates, each with a 1000- SNP res-
ampling block. We first estimated the maximum likelihood phylog-
eny without allowing for migration or admixture, then sequentially 
added migration events to test whether any of these significantly 
improved the likelihood fit. The p- value for the added weight of mi-
gration edges is derived from jackknife estimates (but see discussion 
in Pickrell & Pritchard, 2012).

2.3  |  Modelling historical gene flow

To understand the historical process that generated contemporary 
genetic structure of T. shambalaensis populations, we conducted 
coalescent simulations using fastsimcoal2 (v 2.6.0.2, Excoffier et al., 
2013) to compare the composite likelihood for each population's 
site frequency spectrum (SFS) under different dispersal scenarios. 
Specifically, we generated different sets of dispersal distance ma-
trices among populations (see descriptions below), and used the 
distances among populations to constrain the proportion of sym-
metrical migrants allowed between populations at each genera-
tion in coalescence. In each simulation, the seven populations were 

F I G U R E  2  Population structure of T. shambalaensis in seven glacier valleys on the eastern slope of Mt. Gongga, China. (a) First two PCs 
from DAPC analysis. Each individual is represented by a single dot. Individuals from the same valley are assigned the same colour. Since 
intrapopulation differentiation is small, individuals within the same populations show up as overlapping dots. (b) Neighbour- net visualization 
of phylogenetic network. A maximum of 5 random individuals per population were presented here to reduce graphical complexity. Dotted 
circles showed the northern (dark blue) and southern (light blue) populations. (c) Maximum likelihood tree from treemix, with support 
from 1000 bootstraps labelled. Low support nodes are connected by dashed lines. Dotted red line indicates one potential migration edge 
detected from jackknife estimates of added edge weight
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allowed to migrate symmetrically with each other, but the number 
of migrants between populations was proportional to the inverse 
of their "distances". This was achieved through setting up a migra-
tion matrix in each fastsimcoal2 template file with migration rates 
as parameters (see *.tpl files in Supplementary material), and con-
straining these parameters in the "complex parameter" setting of 
the fastsimcoal2 range file (see *.est files in Supplementary mate-
rial). In other words, each set of distance matrices tests a different 
hypothesis about intrapopulation migrations. We assumed a simple 
"island model" in which gene flow between populations (represented 
by number of migrants), is correlated with the inverse of "distance" 
(Wright, 1931; Rottenstreich et al., 2007; but for some empirical 
qualifications see Whitlock & McCauley, 1999). Sets of distance ma-
trices aimed at modelling the fine- scale historical, geographical and 
environmental changes of the landscape are:

2.3.1  |  Glaciation history

We traced the dated moraine distribution of Mt. Gongga (Wang, 
Pan, et al., 2013) onto a 1:10 m elevation map from natural earth 
(www.natur alear thdata.com). Known moraine distributions repre-
sent the maximum extent of ice sheet coverage during (1) little 
ice age (LIA, ~2 kya), (2) neoglaciation (~12 kya), (3) marine oxy-
gen isotope stage 2 (MIS2, ~29 kya, also referred to as the global 
last glacial maximum LGM), (4) early MIS3 (~35 kya) and (5) mid- 
MIS3 (~58 kya, also labelled as local last glacial maximum LGML, 
summarized in Table 2a). Current population distributions are 
represented as dots on a 840 × 600 raster. We extrapolated the 
historical distribution of each population from its current location: 
post- LGML glacial retreat carved out the existing drainage terrain 
at Mt. Gongga, so we assumed that each surviving population has 
persisted in the periglacial refugia cut by the receding glacier val-
ley river. We further assumed that these populations did not move 
across the flanking mountains. Figure 3a shows how this was sim-
ulated backward in time, where the locations of historical popula-
tions were represented as a few pixels on map, being deposited 
along the river valleys as the glacier "advanced". We first calcu-
lated six sets of Euclidean distances between populations (one on 
the modern landscape, as well as five historical landscapes, see 
Figure 3b “Euclidean distance”). We then assumed that glaciers 
are impermeable barriers to gene flow and calculated the short-
est distances (hence referred to as 2D “least cost” path) between 
populations (Figure 3b “avoid glaciers”).

2.3.2  |  Habitat range

Since T. shambalaensis is endemic to the valleys of Mt. Gongga and 
the habitats of different populations are similar in elevation and cli-
mate, ecological niche modelling (ENM) of past and present distribu-
tions is difficult. However, since all known high- elevation Thitarodes 
species have been recorded to occur only in caterpillar fungus habitat 

(Wang & Yao, 2011), we assume that the habitat conditions of loca-
tions where caterpillar fungus is documented to occur provides a 
reliable proxy of the environment inhabited by Thitarodes moths on 
their own. Earlier research has shown that among all caterpillar fungi 
in the Himalayan- Hengduan region, elevation (3600– 4600 m) and 
mean temperature of the coldest quarter (−10 to −4°C) are the best 
predictors of existing habitat (Hopping et al., 2018). These elevational 
and temperature ranges cover all known Thitarodes lineages and rep-
resent a broad environmental range a single population could adapt 
to. Thus in one set of distance matrices, we modelled these elevation 
or temperature ranges as the only conditions in which gene flow is 
allowed. First, on the modern landscape (elevation data from natural 
earth, 30 arc sec climate data from worldclim, Fick & Hijmans, 2017), 
we calculated the shortest distances between populations within 
the specified elevation and temperature ranges (Figure 3b “range 
restriction”). We then applied the temperature range restriction on 
the moraine- inferred population distribution during MIS2, using the 
30 arc sec paleoclimate data of LGM (Karger et al., 2017). We did 
not apply the current elevational range to restrict the distribution of 
MIS2 populations. On both current distribution and MIS2 distribution 
maps, we further imposed the rule that existing glaciers are imper-
meable gene flow barriers and calculated another set of population 
distances within the specified elevation or temperature ranges.

2.3.3  |  Isolation by resistance

A potentially more accurate way to model the effect of environ-
ment on gene flow is to consider the environmental “resistance 
landscape” to gene flow (McRae et al., 2008). Since all climate vari-
ables that predict the habitat of caterpillar fungi are highly cor-
related with elevation (Hopping et al., 2018), we used change in 
elevation along the “dispersal paths” as a proxy for environmen-
tal resistance: (1) In a first set of distance calculations, “disper-
sal paths” were the 2D “least cost” path derived in the previous 
section ("Glaciation history"), but we integrated the total distances 
traversed as if these paths were projected onto a 3D plane with 
elevational data. Compared with 2D Euclidean distances between 
habitats, this new measurement imposes much higher costs for 
individuals directly crossing the high mountains separating neigh-
bouring cul de sac habitats. (2) In a second set of distances, we 
applied Dijkstra's algorithm (Dijkstra, 1959) in circuit theory to 
find “least resistance paths” between populations on a 3D plane. 
We modelled the “resistance” to gene flow as the inverse of the 
absolute difference in elevation between two adjacent cells in our 
840 × 600 raster (i.e., symmetrically higher resistance for making 
bigger “jumps” to higher or lower elevations), and calculated the 
path connecting populations with the least amount of total “fric-
tion” (for details see van Etten & Hijmans, 2010, implemented in 
package gdistance in r: van Etten, 2017). The resultant path mini-
mizes the change in elevation during dispersal events from one 
population to another (Figure 3b “least elevation transit”). If previ-
ous approaches of drawing straight lines between populations (on 

http://www.naturalearthdata.com
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either 2D or 3D planes) represent distances "as the crow flies", 
then resistance distances are more commonly characterized as 
distances "as the wolf runs" (van Etten, 2017). This approach more 
realistically models individuals avoiding geographical barriers dur-
ing their dispersal. For comparing models of distance calculation 
between 2D and 3D planes, these resistance distances (generated 
in 3D) were also projected down to 2D (called "least resistance 
path 2D" in Figure 3d). All path calculations were repeated on six 
(contemporary and historical) landscapes, with glaciers modelled 
as impermeable barriers to gene flow.

2.3.4  |  Environmental contribution to divergence

The above- mentioned models predict paths (of “least cost” or 
“least resistance”) by which the populations would disperse across 

a topologically complex landscape but do not quantify the effect 
of environmental variance on divergence. High mountains and low 
valleys are stronger barriers to gene flow than a flat landscape 
not only because of extended topological dispersal distance, but 
also because organisms are not well- adapted to the environmen-
tal range traversed (Ghalambor, 2006; Janzen, 1967). We thus 
used Bayesian estimation of differentiation in alleles by spatial 
structure and local ecology (bedassle, Bradburd et al., 2013) to 
quantify the contribution of geographic and environmental iso-
lation on genome- wide differentiation between our populations. 
Following the model formulation of Bradburd et al. (2013) that 
specified the effect size of both the geographic matrix (pair- wise 
Euclidean distance) and the environmental matrix (in our case, 
pair- wise elevational differences), labelled as αD, and αE, we con-
ducted 1,000,000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations 
using the BEDASSLE (Bradburd et al., 2013) package in r. After a 

TA B L E  2  (a) Time periods used in coalescent models. (b) Historical models of environmental resistance in gene flow between populations, 
ranked by their coalescent simulation likelihood

(a)

Time period Model label Moraine dating Events

Little ice age LIA ~2 kya

Neoglaciation Neoglacial ~12 kya

Marine Isotope Stage 2 MIS2 ~29 kya Global last glacial maximum LGM

Early- Marine Isotope Stage 3 MIS3 ~35 kya

Mid- Marine Isotope Stage 3 LGML ~58 kya Local last glacial maximum LGML

(b)

Model Time period
Habitat 
restrictions Path finding Distance calculation Mantel R AIC (mean) AIC (min) Δ AIC

25 LGML Glacier Least cost 3D distance 0.48 59702 59667 0

41 LGML Glacier Least resistance 3D distance 0.59 59718 59690 22

38 MIS3 Glacier Least resistance 2D distance 0.62 59806 59782 114

37 MIS3 Glacier Least resistance 3D distance + climate distance 0.62 59846 59819 152

26 MIS3 Glacier Least cost 3D distance 0.52 59870 59844 176

42 MIS3 Glacier Least resistance 3D distance 0.58 59914 59879 212

9 Neoglacial Glacier Least cost 2D distance 0.60 59928 59896 229

24 LGML Glacier Least cost 3D distance + climate distance 0.52 59936 59898 231

23 MIS3 Glacier Least cost 3D distance + climate distance 0.58 59941 59910 243

10 MIS2 Glacier Least cost 2D distance 0.53 60029 59981 313

39 LGML Glacier Least resistance 3D distance + climate distance 0.58 60069 60031 363

40 LGML Glacier Least resistance 2D distance 0.58 60196 60166 499

6 LGML Euclidean 2D distance 0.45 60439 60375 707

5 MIS3 Euclidean 2D distance 0.56 60511 60475 808

Note: Only the 15 most likely models are shown here. See Table S4 for full table. Model details can be found according to model numbers in the 
Supplementary material. Each model is specified by the "time periods" for which the population location is inferred (from modern to LGML), which 
habitat range is applied to allow for gene flow (climatic or elevational range), and whether or not glaciers are set as impermeable barriers to gene 
flow. Paths in each model were found by Euclidean distance, shortest path ("least cost") or calculating "least resistance" path in circuit theory. The 
established paths were traced and tallied either on 2D plane or 3D (accounting for distance moving up and down the elevation), and the BEDASSLE 
coefficient can be added to account for contribution of environment to genetic divergence. We calculated the Mantel R of each set of distances with 
pairwise population FST. Each model was run independently 100 times in fastsimcoal2, and we show the mean and minimum AIC value of each model. 
All models have the same number of parameters (50).
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50% burnin, we sampled parameter values every 100 generations 
and evaluated model convergence using the built- in graphic func-
tions in bedassle (see Supplementary material for setting of priors 

on mutation steps). We obtained a “conversion coefficient” (αE/
αD) to convert the effect on genomic divergence of elevational 
traverse during dispersal into equivalent geographical distances. 

F I G U R E  3  Models of historical gene flow and environmental resistance. Panels in (a) and (b) show the glaciers of Mt. Gongga and 
encompass the same geographical extent as Figure 1b, with the y- axis indicating latitude. (a) Models of historical population locations 
based on the assumption of periglacial colonization, from modern day to last local maximum. Extent of historical ice sheets are traced 
from dated moraine data of Wang, Pan, et al. (2013). The glacier rivers (blue lines) are traced from current water flows. (b) Example of sets 
of relative distances between populations, between population location: Euclidean distances, "least cost path" that avoids crossing over 
glaciers, "least cost path" within suitable habitat range (mean temperature of the coldest quarter – 10 to – 4°C) labelled in grey and "path 
of least resistance" that minimizes total change in elevation between paths connecting two populations. (c) Mean fastsimcoal2 simulation 
maximum likelihood estimates for models based on different glaciation periods (all models have the same number of parameters). Bar 
indicates the mid- 50 percentile of the 100 independent runs. Models higher on the y- axis are more likely given the observed data. (d) Mean 
fastsimcoal2 simulation maximum likelihood estimates for LGM models by distance type, representing a subset of "MIS3 max" shown in (c). 
Models are shown as three separate categories of paths: those that consider landscape as flat (light turquoise), as 3D (light blue) and as 3D 
with environmental contribution to genetic divergence (dark blue). Models higher on the y- axis are more likely given the observed data
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In these set of models, we followed the “least cost paths” and 
“least resistance paths” previously calculated on the 3D land-
scape, but we applied an extra distance of environmental change 
to account for accumulated change in elevation in the path (e.g., 
Dnew = Dleast_cost + Delevation (αE/αD)).

All sets of distance matrices generated are presented in Table 2b 
(also see Supplementary material). Prior to coalescent simulations, 
we also applied Mantel tests (Mantel, 1967) to check whether any 
of these new distance matrices differed significantly from the matrix 
of Euclidean distances between contemporary populations (that is, 
the one we used to assess IBD). We also applied the same tests for 
correlation between population pairwise FST and these new distance 
matrices.

We used the above- mentioned sets of distance matrices as con-
straints on migration rate in fastsimcoal2 simulations. When comput-
ing the observed joint site frequency spectra (SFS) of all populations 
(used as input for fastsimcoal2), we projected the full data matrix 
down to no more than six samples per population to account for 
missing values and reduce computational complexity (Marth et al., 
2004, implemented in easySFS script in: https://github.com/isaac 
overc ast/easyS FS/issue s/5). Each of our coalescent runs had the 
following specifications: each population started with prior effec-
tive population size ~uniform (U) (10 k, 1 million) and mutation rate 
of 2.5 × 10−8 per generation (a parameter whose value falls between 
that estimated for Lepidoptera in Keightley et al. (2015) and that es-
timated for Orthoptera in Ney et al., 2018). For each run, 100,000 
(- N) coalescent simulations were conducted, with 40 expectation- 
maximization cycles (- L) and threshold for observed SFS entry count 
set as 10 (- c). We conducted 100 independent fastsimcoal2 runs per 

model to determine the simulation with maximum composite likeli-
hood (see Supplementary material for settings).

2.4  |  Modelling divergence

To estimate the timing of migration and population expansions, we 
modelled the demographic histories among the four populations that 
were historically under the same extended ice sheet in this region 
(YZG, HLG, XG, MZG). We modelled their lineage history following 
the ML phylogeny from treemix (populations coalesce sequentially at 
time THX, TMX, TYX in Figure 4), and posited a resizing (expansion or 
contraction) event for each population at time TExp. We compared 
the likelihood of two models: one in which populations exchanged 
migrants prior to resizing ("pre- expansion migration model" or 
"historical migration model"); another in which migration occurred 
following population resizing ("post- expansion migration model" 
or "contemporary migration model"). We selected projections per 
population that maximized the number of segregating sites to com-
pute observed joint SFS of all populations. The parameters for these 
simulations were the same as those used in 2.3. After 100 independ-
ent fastsimcoal2 runs per model to select parameters from the model 
with the maximum composite likelihood, we also conducted 100 
bootstraps, each taking random 100- SNP blocks and repeating the 
analysis to obtain confidence intervals (see Supplementary material 
for settings).

To cross- validate patterns of demographic resizing obtained from 
fastsimcoal2 simulations, we used δaδi (version 1.7.0, Gutenkunst 
et al., 2009) to model the historical population changes from each 

F I G U R E  4  Comparison of historical 
and contemporary fastsimcoal2 models of 
migration among 4 populations under the 
same historical ice sheet. Tree topology 
followed the ML tree of treemix. Each 
branching event (at time THX, TMX, TYX) 
is modelled as population coalescence 
with a resizing event. Coalescence, 
backward from present to historical time, 
is shown from bottom to top. We also 
posited a recent resizing event at TExp for 
each population. In the pre- expansion 
(historical) migration model (horizontal 
arrows indicated in “Hyp 1”), populations 
were allowed to migrate between TExp and 
THX. In the post- expansion (contemporary) 
migration model (horizontal arrows 
indicated in “Hyp 2”), populations were 
allowed to migrate from present to TExp

https://github.com/isaacovercast/easySFS/issues/5
https://github.com/isaacovercast/easySFS/issues/5
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population's one dimensional SFS. For each population we tested 
the likelihood of 4 models: (1) constant population size; (2) constant 
population size followed by constant growth or retraction; (3) con-
stant population size followed by exponential growth or retraction; 
(4) constant population size followed by instantaneous decline fol-
lowed by growth or retraction (bottleneck). Models (2) and (3) would 
be expected for populations affected by glaciation. We performed 
3 rounds of optimization following Portik et al. (2017) and used 
Godambe Information Matrix (GIM, Coffman et al., 2016) to com-
pare maximum likelihood models. We conducted 100 replicate sim-
ulations per model.

2.5  |  Single valley analysis

To test whether subpopulation genetic structure is distinguishable 
within a single valley population, we repeated our DAPC (Jombart 
et al., 2010), sNMF (Frichot et al., 2014) and neighbour- net (Bryant & 
Moulton, 2004) analysis on 30 individuals collected within the YZG 
valley, which we selected for more detailed substructure analysis 
because it includes an accessible main glacier and a river that melts 
from a northern glacier. Our samples belonged to 5 localities within 
the YZG valley on different sides of the glacier and rivers (Figure 5a, 
Table S1).

We could not construct an ML phylogeny at the subpopulation 
level due to a lack of sufficient genetic differentiation. Instead, we 
used fastsimcoal2 and modelled six different scenarios of subpopula-
tion history involving glaciers changes (see Table S3). The observed 
joint SFS of all subpopulations were calculated using the number of 
projections that maximizes the number of segregating sites in each 
subpopulation. Since our aim was to select the best model for lin-
eage divergence history, we did not allow cross- subpopulation mi-
gration in any of the models, and all parameters were specified the 
same as in 2.3 and 2.4. These settings would probably increase the 
estimate for coalescence time, but were unlikely to affect the lineage 
topology of the most likely model. For each model, we conducted 
150 independent runs to determine the simulation with maximum 
composite likelihood (see Supplementary material for settings).

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Sequencing and SNP- calling

After quality- filtering, we obtained on average 6.5 million reads per 
sample (n = 122, SD = 2.1 million; sample information see Table S2). 
A total of 23 samples (19%), mostly from GBG valley, shared only 
a negligible number of enzymatic cut sites with T. shambalaensis 
(Figure S1) and did not form a monophyletic group with T. shambal-
aensis in the CO1 phylogeny (see Wang, Zhuang, et al., 2019). These 
belong to an undescribed Thitarodes species only distantly related to 
T. shambalaensis), and were not included in our analysis. After filter-
ing the SNP catalogue generated by cstacks, selecting loci with less 

than 10% missing data across all individuals, we obtained a total of 
11,038 SNPs across 2373 loci. One SNP per locus was randomly se-
lected. Our final data set contained 2373 SNPs from 99 individuals, 
with 7.09% missing data (see Table 1 for post- filtering sample counts, 
see Figure S2 for STACKS parameter sensitivity, see Supplementary 
material for final SNP matrix).

3.2  |  Population structure and phylogeny

With distance measured as Euclidean distances, population pair-
wise FST showed a significant signal of IBD (Mantel p = .03, r = .52, 
Figure S3A). With environmental distances measured as population 
elevational differences, we did not detect a signal of IBE (Mantel 
p = .56, r = – .02, Figure S3B). Population statistics were summa-
rized in Table 1. Although FIS per population was high (mean = .17, 
SD = 0.05) and Hobs was lower than Hexp (mean difference = 0.03), 
we did not detect any loci that significantly deviated from HWE 
(p = 1.00 after Bonferroni correction). The genetic diversity (Hobs 
and π) and FIS of each population had no significant correlation with 
geographical coordinates, elevation or sample size (multiple regres-
sions, pπ = 0.39, pHobs = 0.37, pF = 0.13, Figure S4).

DAPC analysis found the lowest BIC scores for 7 genetic clus-
ters (k = 7) among the 99 individuals, with each genetic cluster cor-
responding to the valley where the sample was collected (Figure 
S5A), although values of k between 5 and 9 all had low BIC scores. 
In our principal component visualization of genetic differentiation, 
the first PC accounted for 23.2% of the total variation and identified 
samples from the two southern- most valleys (XG and HLG) as dif-
ferent from the rest of the samples, while the second PC accounted 
for 11.9% of the total variation and separated samples by latitude 
(Figure 2a). Estimation of the ancestry coefficients using sNMF 
found the highest support for six genetic clusters (Figure S5B, k = 6, 
while values of k between 5 and 7 all had low cross- entropy scores), 
with each valley population corresponding to its own genetic cluster 
except the GBG samples, which were a mixture of populations from 
the valleys to the north (HG) and south (NMGG, YZG) (Figure 1c). 
Network representation by neighbour- net algorithms showed that 
all southern valleys that shared the same historical ice sheet (YZG, 
MZG, HLG, XG) formed a single cluster (Figure 2b). Furthermore, 
the ML phylogeny from treemix supported the monophyly of the 
southern populations (100% bootstrap support), while the relation-
ship between the monophyletic lineage and other populations were 
not well resolved (Figure 2c). Postulating a migration event close to 
the branch tip of HG to XG significantly increased the likelihood of 
the treemix model.

3.3  |  Modelling the landscape of historical 
gene flow

We generated 47 sets of distance matrices between populations 
to account for historical landscapes and environmental resistance 
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to gene flow (Table 2b). Most of these distance sets are minor 
modifications of, and thus highly correlated with, the contem-
porary Euclidean distances (Figures S6 and S7). In reconstruct-
ing the historical position of populations from moraine records, 
the relative distance between YZG and MZG populations, as 
well as that between HG and GBG populations increased since 
MIS3, while the relative distance between XG and HLG have 
decreased (Figure 3a). The absolute distances across all popula-
tions increased from postulated LGML localities to contemporary 
localities by 36% (SD = 0. 27, Figure S8). Our BEDASSLE simula-
tions reached a “conversion coefficient” (αE/αD) of 1.4 (i.e., each 
1 m change in elevation of T. shambalaensis habitat amounts to 
1.4 m of geographical isolation in terms of its contribution to 
genetic variation, Figure S9). The strengths of IBD correlations 
(measured as Mantel r statistics, McRae & Beier, 2007) in histori-
cal models were significantly greater than those in contemporary 
distance models (t = 5.17, df = 26, p < .01); the strengths of IBD 

correlations in models based on least resistance paths were signif-
icantly greater than those in models based on Euclidean distances 
(t = – 2.52, df = 35, p = .02).

Four models failed to coalesce in our fastsimcoal2 simulations 
(Table S4, Figure S10); these are models in which gene flow was lim-
ited to an elevational range or climate range, while setting glaciers 
as impermeable barriers of dispersal completely blocked paths be-
tween populations. All models have the same number of parameters 
(50). Among the 44 models that coalesced, those that based their 
distances on MIS2, MIS3 and LGML population distributions had sig-
nificantly higher likelihood than their modern and Holocene coun-
terparts (Figure 3c; t = −6.29, df = 41.41, p < .01). The most likely 
models were based on the population locations of LGML (Table 2b). 
Among models that used the population distribution of LGML, those 
that were based on Euclidean distances had the lowest likelihoods, 
significantly outcompeted by ones with the more realistic consid-
eration of environmental resistance, such as avoiding glaciers, or 

F I G U R E  5  Subpopulation structure of T. shambalaensis inside the Yanzigou valley, Mt. Gongga. (a) Subpopulation location within YZG. 
The samples were collected from Haizidang (HZD), Yangliuping (YLP) and unnamed locations 2, 3, 4. The thicker blue dashed lines indicate 
the main YZG glacier; the thinner blue dashed line indicates the drainage from another northern glacier. Dot colour corresponds to the 
genetic cluster the subpopulation is assigned to in DAPC. (b) Results of sNMF analysis for best fit K = 2. Each bar is an individual (n = 30); 
two colours represent admixture of genetic clusters. (c) Density of the first DAPC discriminant function separates samples into two genetic 
clusters. (d) Neighbour- net visualization of phylogenetic network among subpopulations. A maximum of two individuals per subpopulation 
are presented to reduce graphical complexity. The topology of the full data set does not maintain the monophyly of YLP samples since both 
YLP and location 4 have detectable admixture; samples from the two dashed circle clusters remain distinct from each other in the full data 
set

(b)

(a)

(c) (d)
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taking into account elevation transition and/or climate transition 
(Figure 3d; t = 74.04, df = 700.55, p- value < .01).

3.4  |  Modelling divergence

Between the pre and post- expansion migration models of mono-
phyletic populations of YZG, HLG, XG and MZG, we found greater 
support that migration among the populations happened before 
population resizing (Table S5). The most likely model placed the start 
of population resizing at 41 k generations ago (95% CI: 34– 42 k, 
Table 3a). Assuming a 1– 1.5 year generation time for Thitarodes (Tao 
et al., 2016), this places the timing of likely among- population mi-
grations during LGML, which is consistent with our result that most 
likely models of historical and environmental resistance of gene flow 
are based on the population location of LGML.

Our fastsimcoal2 models suggest that with the exception of XG 
(whose population remained almost constant), the post- LGML popu-
lation experienced a 30-  to 100- fold expansion (Table 3a). Similarly, 
1D SFS simulations of each population from δaδi suggested that, 
with the exception of HLG, which showed population decline, sce-
narios of "constant growth" and "exponential growth" (4– 20 fold ex-
pansion) are most likely for all populations (Table 3b, model selection 
see Table S6).

3.5  |  Single valley

Among 30 individuals in five different localities within YZG, both 
DAPC and sNMF analysis found greatest support for two genetic 
clusters (Figure 5b,c, Figure S11). Individuals adjoining the north-
ern glacial river (from locality 4 and YLP) form one genetic cluster, 
while individuals on both sides of the main glacier (HZD south of the 
main glacier, and habitat 2, 3 north of the main glacier) form another 
genetic cluster. This clustering is consistent with the phylogenetic 
network of neighbour- net, which separated the two clusters by their 
glacier association (Figure 5d).

Among six fastsimcoal2 models of different subpopulation his-
tories, we obtained greatest support for a lineage history in which 
subpopulations in YLP and location 4 are sister to the monophyletic 
cluster of HZD, location 3 and location 2 (Figure S12, Table S3). The 
hypothesized tree topology was based on the scenario in which 
an ancestral population near the periglacial refugia diverged into a 
subpopulation at locality 4 and YLP as the norther glacier cut into 
the valley. Later, in smaller glacier cycles in which the YZG main gla-
cier advanced, HZD was physically separated from locality 2 and 3 
(Figure 6).

4  |  DISCUSSION

Our results uncovered genome- wide signatures of late Pleistocene 
glaciation on the population structure of T. shambalaensis on 

the eastern slopes of Mt. Gongga. Specifically, (1) the results of 
valley- based genetic clustering and a signal of IBD among popula-
tions supported the hypothesis that the topology of mountains 
flanking parallel valleys are effective barriers to gene flow. (2) 
Correspondence between population (and subpopulation) lineage 
history and the history of glacial retreat supported the hypothesis 
that population divergence followed the formation of valleys carved 
out by retreating ice sheets. (3) Modelling of the historical landscape 
supported the hypothesis that historical populations migrated dur-
ing LGML, followed by relatively isolated population expansion post- 
LGML. Since many of our historical inferences are model- based, we 
applied different methods of inference to verify that our results are 
robust even when subjected to specific model parameter choices. 
By observing which results hold up across different models, we can 
be more confident about the validity of our historical inference. We 
discuss each of our findings and their implications below.

4.1  |  Fine- scale population structure and IBD

Thitarodes shambalaensis populations in this study come from par-
allel glacier valleys no more than 10 km apart, but we were still 
able to select for 6– 7 well- supported genetic clusters that corre-
spond to each population's geographical distribution as our most 
likely hypothesis of population structure. In other words, variation 
exhibited by 2300 SNPs was sufficient to trace each individual to 
its habitat. While genetic structure of populations within 10 km 
has been reported in plants (Geng et al., 2009; Helsen et al., 2015; 
Hevroy et al., 2018; Kitamura et al., 2018), amphibians (Kobayashi 
et al., 2018), reptiles (Pearson et al., 2020), fish (Ciannelli et al., 
2010) and mammals (Ziege et al., 2020), fine- scale genetic struc-
ture for flying insects is rare. For example, a similar number of 
SNPs used to study ants (Boyle et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2019), 
beetles (Weng et al., 2021) and butterflies (MacDonald et al., 2020) 
identified meaningful genetic clusters between long- distance 
populations that reflect their geographical isolation, but in these 
studies, populations within 10 km of each other were genetically 
hard to distinguish. Factors intrinsic to Thitarodes biology, as well 
as external geographical factors, contributed to the maintenance 
of genetic structure in geographically adjacent populations that 
are often characteristics of low- vagility, short- range endemic ter-
restrial arthropods (e.g., Peres et al., 2018; Schwentner & Giribet, 
2018). For example, fungi- associated Thitarodes are known to have 
unusually strict habitat requirements (Hopping et al., 2018; Wang 
et al., 2020) and low adult dispersal due to their short period of 
activity (Maczey et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2011). In terms of their 
abiotic environment, the valleys of Mt. Gongga are famously deep 
and topologically complex, and a 10 km separation by Euclidean 
distance between populations may represent a much longer dis-
tance in the context of gene flow.

We detected a clear signal of IBD (pairwise FST vs. Euclidean 
distance) among the seven genetically distinct populations, but no 
signal of IBE (pairwise FST vs. elevational distance). This allows us 
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to apply landscape- derived distance matrices to further probe the 
historical mechanics of genetic differentiation (see Section 4.3). The 
emergence of an IBD pattern is highly dependent on the scale of 
landscape taken into consideration (van Strien et al., 2015). Central 
to the IBD process is the assumption that gene flow is proportion-
ally inversely affected by the distance between populations. At a 

small geographical scale, the signal of geographical isolation is often 
overwhelmed by more immediate, sometimes anthropogenic, en-
vironmental differences such as a rural- to- urban gradient (Ziege 
et al., 2020) or cohort characteristics (Kitamura et al., 2018; Pearson 
et al., 2020). Signals of IBD at a fine scale are often weak (Crookes 
& Shaw, 2016; Hevroy et al., 2018), or otherwise nonexistent. Our 

TA B L E  3  (a) Inferred parameters and confidence interval for preresizing migration fastsimcoal2 model in Figure 3

(a)

Parameters Point estimates

95% CI

Lower bound Upper bound

TExp 41,684 generations 34,074 41,911

THX 45,385 generations 36,088 45,468

TMX 53,691 generations 50,044 54,074

TYX 60,024 generations 57,756 60,960

ResXG 1.04 (near constant) 0.66 1.66

ResHLG 0.03 (expansion) 0.01 2.74

ResMZG 0.01 (expansion) 0.00 0.01

ResYZG 0.01 (expansion) 0.00 0.01

(b)

Best model Expansion

95% CI

Lower bound Upper bound

HG Exponential growth 20.66 11.74 99.33

GBG Constant growth 5.54 5.45 5.78

NMGG Exponential growth 7.26 5.65 7.27

YZG Exponential growth 31.88 29.52 33.02

MZG Constant growth 8.48 7.93 8.77

XG Constant growth 4.07 3.95 4.58

HLG Constant decline 0.01 0.01 0.01

Note: Point estimates were taken from the minimum AIC model out of 100 independent runs. Confidence intervals were taken from the minimum AIC 
model from each of the 100 bootstrap runs (each with 100 independent runs with 100 SNPs). Time estimates are in number of generations. Resizing 
parameter values between 0– 1 suggest recent population expansion, while >1 suggests population decline. (b) Best demographic model for each 
population inferred from δaδi. Confidence interval from 100 replicate simulations. Best model is selected from models of (1) constant population 
size; (2) constant growth or retraction; (3) exponential growth or decline; (4) instantaneous decline followed by growth or retraction (see Table S6 for 
model selection). Expansion coefficients >1 suggest population growth is either constant or exponentially increasing

F I G U R E  6  Historical interpretation of the most likely model of the lineage history of T. shambalaensis subpopulations inside Yanzigou 
valley. Glacier shown in white shading. (a) An ancestral population (Anc) resided near a periglacial refugium, (b) it then diverged into a 
subpopulation (YLP) as the northern glacier cuts into the valley. (c) Subsequent advancement of YZG main glacier physically separated 
subpopulations on two sides of the glacier
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detection of IBD suggests that among Thitarodes populations, even 
at close physical proximity, landscape is still a prominent barrier to 
gene flow. Admittedly, our experimental design was better able to 
detect IBD than IBE: the seven populations sampled have relatively 
small differences in terms of their environments (a maximum of only 
200 m difference in elevation) and selectively neutral SNPs derived 
from RADseq are not well- suited for picking up signals of adaptation 
to environmental differences (Orsini et al., 2013). Furthermore, in 
modelling environmental resistance we assumed that upward and 
downward elevational deviations from current population ranges 
symmetrically impedes geneflow, while the minimum and maximum 
critical thermal tolerance of T. shambalaensis might be asymmetric. 
To detect population- level adaptation of this Thitarodes system, 
additional research focused on assessing molecular markers under 
selection, incorporating data from physiology measurements, and 
taking into account differences of each population's strain of par-
asitic fungi as a component of "environmental" difference would be 
necessary.

4.2  |  Glaciation and lineage history

While each population was isolated by its dispersal limits, our re-
sults also revealed a signature of glaciation history on population 
divergence. Specifically, our ML phylogeny found samples from the 
southern valleys of YZG, MZG, XG and HLG to be monophyletic. 
Since these valleys were carved out from the retreat of a single large 
ice sheet post- LGML (and still share the same drainage system west 
of the Moxi river, Figure 1b), the monophyly of the four lineages sug-
gest that a single ancestral population diverged into four populations 
as the receding ice- sheet carved out four parallel valleys. This is not 
the case for samples from the northern valleys (HG, GBG, NMGG). 
The formation of these northern valleys each resulted from an indi-
vidual ice sheet retreat, and we found no signal of monophyly be-
tween populations in the northern valleys. We note that one way to 
provide further evidence that ancestral periglacial species diverged 
into the four southern valleys is to look for phylogeographic con-
cordance among other species co- distributed with T. shambalaen-
sis, which would suggest a convergence in response to topographic 
history (Marske et al., 2020; Thomaz & Knowles, 2020). We expect 
populations of high elevation Rhododendron or Pedicularis plants that 
also occur at T. shambalaensis habitats in all seven valleys of eastern 
Mt. Gongga will exhibit similar patterns of monophyly in the south-
ern 4 valleys.

In our study, the pattern of lineage history recapitulating the his-
tory of glacial retreat reaches its extreme when examining the sub-
population structure of individuals within YZG valley. At the current 
glacier tongue of YZG (Figure 5a), we examined samples divided by 
the main YZG glacier and a smaller ravine flowing from a northern 
glacier. Results of our genetic clustering showed that samples on 
both banks of the YZG main glacier form an indistinguishable genetic 
cluster, while samples on both banks of the northern ravine form a 
separate genetic cluster. In other words, individuals at location 3 are 

almost genetically identical to samples from HZD on the other side 
of the glacier, while they are distinct from YLP individuals on the 
same side of the mountain range (Figure 5). This pattern cannot be 
satisfactorily explained by any measure of dispersal limitation across 
the subpopulations: it is difficult to posit migration across a 500 m 
wide glacier between location 3 and HZD while having no gene flow 
across homogenous habitat from location 4 to YLP. The most par-
simonious explanation for the observed genetic clusters is to take 
into account historical divergence of subpopulations at the edge of 
retreating glacier tongues. We hypothesize that all subpopulations 
shared a periglacial ancestral population when the YGL glacier ini-
tially retreated near its contemporary location (Figure 6a). A subpop-
ulation diverged from the ancestral population when the northern 
glaciers retreated and left open more space for colonization at the 
northwest edge of the YZG glacier. This formed the ancestral popu-
lation for YLP and location 4 (Figure 6b). All contemporary geograph-
ical separation between location 4 and YLP, or between location 2, 
3 and HZD, happened relatively recently after the periglacial colo-
nization of these two ancestral populations (Figure 6c). Our study 
demonstrates that even among subpopulations only 500 m apart, 
the signature of historical glaciation is still observable in contempo-
rary individuals.

4.3  |  Gene flow in historical landscape

Our reconstruction of fine- scale spatial- temporal environmental re-
sistance to gene flow between populations addressed three major 
considerations in landscape genomics: (1) First, we constructed 
spatially explicit models of populations across six time periods. We 
reconstructed models of population distribution from moraine re-
cords. This approach allowed us to reconstruct historical scenarios 
as temporally- explicit as the moraine record allowed (five periods in 
the past 50 kya). These models assume that ancestral populations 
arrived at their present location in each valley following the reced-
ing ice sheets (instead of in situ "nunatak" preservation). If popula-
tions had always remained in their current positions, we would find 
the IBD pattern best explained by contemporary distances between 
populations. (2) Second, by implementing different criteria for se-
lecting paths along which migration occurs (Euclidean, "avoid gla-
ciers", "least cost", "least resistance"), we contribute to the on- going 
discussion regarding the best practice to quantify landscape perme-
ability to gene flow (Fant et al., 2014; MacDonald et al., 2020; McRae 
& Beier, 2007). (3) Third, we applied Bayesian methods to quantify 
the contribution of environment and geography to genomic diver-
gence (Bradburd et al., 2013), and converted the results into a single 
measure of distance between populations.

Comparing sets of pair- wise distances generated from a combi-
nation of these three considerations allows us to pinpoint histori-
cally significant factors affecting T. shambalaensis genetic structure. 
Instead of incorporating results of Mantel/partial Mantel tests in a 
causal modelling framework to determine the set of distances that 
best contribute to genetic variation, we specified these distances as 
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parameters in fastsimcoal2 coalescence to more accurately simulate 
the "spatial pedigree" between each individual (Bradburd & Ralph, 
2019). Compared with coalescent simulations that impose presence/
absence of migration, our approach of adjusting the relative num-
ber of migrants between populations has the advantage of keeping 
the number of parameters constant across comparisons. However, a 
drawback to our approach is the need for sufficient computational 
resources required to enable coalescent models to converge, if at 
all, given as many as 50 parameters but only thousands of SNPs. 
Future studies might compare our approach with models under the 
integrated distributional, demographic and coalescent framework 
(iDDC; He et al., 2013). While we mentioned in the introduction 
that lack of high- resolution environmental niche modeling (ENM) 
data might affect the application of such a framework on fine- scale 
landscapes, a work- around under iDDC might involve using the ex-
tent of historical ice sheet or elevational data to directly condition 
key demographic parameters in the model - -  thus circumventing the 
need of ENM. While such an approach would remain computation-
ally demanding and the use of approximate Bayesian computation 
(ABC) model selection would be challenging, it has the advantage of 
reducing the number of model parameters.

Along the spatial axis, models using gene flow paths with con-
sideration of environmental resistance and 3D topology outperform 
models of direct Euclidean paths (Figure 3d). This again highlights the 
effect of mountainous topology in redefining "distance" among pop-
ulations. Along the temporal axis, our coalescent models show that 
contemporary T. shambalaensis genetic structure is best explained 
by gene flow among LGML populations (Figure 3c). That is to say, 
a signature of gene flow among populations in the LGML refugium 
is still preserved today. This is possible because post LGML, popu-
lations expanded deeper into individual valleys following retreating 
ice sheets, but during this process, migration between populations 
was greatly reduced. Our study provides multiple lines of evidence 
for this "migrate, then expand" scenario:

(1) First, while relative distances between populations fluctuated 
from past to present, the absolute distance between each popula-
tion (measured by Euclidean distance, "least cost" distance, "least 
resistance" distance) increased from past to present (Figure S8). In 
other words, populations have become more isolated from each 
other by migrating deeper into the valleys. (2) Second, although mi-
gration could be continuously happening at varying rates throughout 
population history, our direct comparison between pre- resizing mi-
gration and post- resizing migration simulations (using the same num-
ber of parameters) showed higher support for the former models 
(Table S5). The timing of migration in the best "preresizing migration" 
models also corresponds to LGML (Table 3a). In terms of resizing dy-
namics, both fastsimcoal2 and δaδi simulations indicate population 
growth as the best model for individual populations (Table 3). (3) 
Lastly, contemporary population statistics did not detect deviation 
from HWE; present- day migration, if any, was not sufficient to be 
detected statistically.

All these lines of evidence suggest that post- LGML T. shamba-
laensis divergence along glacier valleys gradually increased the 

degree of isolation between populations. If it has not happened al-
ready, we suspect that given sufficient time and continued isolation, 
Dobzhansky- Muller incompatibilities (intrinsic reproductive barriers) 
will develop among these populations (Orr & Turelli, 2001). Similar 
mechanisms could explain the contribution of glacier refugia to the 
generation of insect diversity among the Hengduan Mountains.
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